MEDIA REGULATION

1. Journalists, photographers and cameramen, among others, while accredited MEDIA
elements in the competition or the inherent infrastructure in the European Champions
Clubs Cup U20 (ECCCU20) will only be granted prior approval and accreditation by those
responsible for the organization;

2. Accredited MEDIA people should respect fully and steadily the indications from the
responsible for organizing the ECCCU20, security, law enforcement officers and referees
responsible for the regulation and validation of the competition, under the security plan
defined by these entities;

3. Accredited MEDIA people will have to use the MEDIA vest (provided by the organization),
being allowed to stay in the areas forbidden to the general public, under their own
responsibility, in accordance with the term of responsibility dully signed by them. Still, the
indications from the responsible staff for organizing the ECCCU20, security, law
enforcement officers and judges responsible for the regulation and validation of
competition should be fully respected at any time;

4. Accredited MEDIA people without MEDIA vest are not allowed to stay in the areas
forbidden to the general public. Failure to comply with this rule will void the accreditation;

5. Accredited MEDIA people should tailor his action, at the moment of the events, according
to the safety standards. Their security in the places of throw events just depends thereof;

6. The organization will give indications about the sites not allowed to take pictures in at the
accreditation moment.

Cumulatively to the items above and still resulting from this Regulation - to the particular
attention of the Accredited MEDIA people:

1. Avoid remain close to fireman cars, ambulances or commissioners, since they may start
their march without notice;

2. Choose the safest location to capture the images. Keep yourself prepared for unexpected
situations. Do not ride in the throwing areas, as well as the fall zones;

3. Avoid the circulation in nearby areas during the course of the releases;
4. If you need to review the result of your work (photos, videos, etc.) please do not do it near
the areas of greatest risk (implements fall locations). Choose a safe place;

5. Do not cross the delimited events site;
6. In case of any doubt you please address to the TIC;
7. Your signature on the disclaimer at the time of accreditation confirms that you took full
knowledge of the Media Safety Rules, assuming full responsibility for your actions and
posture;

8. A breach of any of the Media Regulation may be enough reason for cancellation of
accreditation.
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1.

To be aware of the Media Regulation stipulated by the organization of the ECCCU20
2019 to be held in Leiria, in September 21;

2.

To be aware of the risks associated with the entry / capture of pictures in places not
stipulated for the general public during the event;

3.

To be responsible for any accident and / or act that might result from a failure to
comply with safety standards established by the Media Regulation.

Leiria,

, 2019

The Applicant

(signing as identification document)

This disclaimer is valid for one (1) year after the date of signature. The present Regulation
is part of the ECCCU20 Security Plan.
To be attached:
Photocopy of the Identification document.

